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Abstract. We study multiple scattering of elastic waves with a Monte Carlo
method. We take into account the mode conversionsand the polarization of the
$ waves. Some important physical parameters relevant to the description of the
polarization are recalled, such as the definition and propertiesof the elastic Stokes
vector. We briefly derive the scattering and Mueller matrices, as well as the
differential and total scattering crosssectionsfor one sphericalinclusionembedded
in a homogeneousmatrix. The results of the single-scatteringproblem are used
as a building block for multiple scattering. A Monte Carlo method to simulate
the propagationof full elastic wavesis presented. We pay a special attention to
the convergencetoward the diffusiveregime which exhibits the equilibration of
the P and S•energydensities. Our simulationsshowthe shear energy to become
very rapidly dominant in the coda and the $ to P energy density ratio to tend
to 10.4 for a Poissonsolid, as predicted by the equipartition theorem. However,
the typical timescale and length scale to reach equipartition heavily depend on
the scatteringparameter kpa, where kp is the P wave number and a is the sphere

radius. For Rayleighscattering(kpa << 1) we find a smoothevolutionof energy
densitywith time and a slow convergencetoward the equilibration, mainly because
of the large differencebetweenthe P and $ scatteringmean free paths in this case.

On the other hand,for Rayleigh-Gans
scattering(kpa • 1.2,1.6) a peak of energy
associatedwith the forward scattered wavesis observed,followedby a slow decay
accordingto the diffusionapproximation. We find that after only a few mean free
times, equipartition is reachedin spite of the strong anisotropyof the scatteringin
this regime. As the scatteringparameter k?a increases,we find that equipartition
is again delayedbecausethe transport mean free paths becomequite large. We
find that a large source-stationdistancefavorsa rapid equilibration. This effect is
seento be very pronouncedfor Rayleigh scatterers. When a sourceof P wavesis
considered,the equipartition time can be twice as long as comparedwith a shear

source.The time evolutionof the Ep/Es ratio couldbe usedas a markerfor the
different scatteringmechanisms.

1.

Introduction

1994;Shapiro
andHubral,1996;$atoandFehler,
1998].
The complexitystemsfrom the heterogeneity
of the
crustwhichinvolvesnumerous
physicalphenomena
like

The propagationof high-frequencyelastic wavesin
the Earth's crust is a complex problem that has been

reflectionand refraction from velocity discontinuities
and multiple scattering. One specificfeature of elastic
wavepropagationis that the energycan be transport•Now at Department of Geosciences,
PrincetonUniversi- ed by coupledcompressional
(P) and shear(S) waves.

addressed
manytimesin recentyears[Zeng,1993;$ato,

ty, Princeton, New Jersey.
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Each time a seismic wave encounters boundaries or het-

erogeneities
of the medium,it givesrise to scatteredP
and $ waveswhich,in turn, will give rise to new scattered P and $ waves. This makes the interpretation
of high-frequency
seismograms
rather complexbecause
7873
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the coherent P and $ wave arrivals from the source

of the P and $ modesin a given volume of the phase
are followedby numerousincoherentarrivals which are space.
A central questionaddressedin this paper concerncalled coda waves. Most often, the coda is modeled
with the acousticradiative transfer equation. This ap- s the required timescaleand length scaleto reach the
proximationrelies on certain observationaland theo- diffusionregime in the Earth. In this regime the deretical evidencesthat the transport of scatteredenergy scriptionof coda wavesis greatly simplified. A similar
shouldbe rapidly dominatedby the shearmode[Dain- problemhas already been studiedin acousticsby Turnty and TSksSz,1990; Aki, 1992; Papanicolaouet al., er and Weaver[1994a,b, c]. They showedthat the
1996]. However,evenif shearwavesare dominant,the time necessaryto reach equipartition heavily dependP-$ mode conversions lead to results different from the
s on the scattering mechanism. Only a few mean free
acousticapproximation.For example,Turner [1998] times sufficefor Rayleigh scattering,while many mean
has shownthat in the long-wavelengthlimit the elas- free times are necessaryfor Mie scattering. Unfortutic diffusivityis about 1/3 higherthan the pure shear nately, the pioneeringresultsof Turner and Weaver obtained for incident plane waves cannot be transposed
diffusivity.
Several efforts have been made to include mode condirectly to seisinology.We have to take into accounversionsin the modelingof the seismiccoda [Zeng, t the fact that small earthquakesare almost point-like
1993; $ato, 1994]relying on someassumptions.Yet, sourcesin both spaceand time. The statistical descrip-

aspointedout severaltimesin the literature[Ryzhiket tion of fluctuations in the Earth can be accessed from
al., 1996; Turner, 1998],someof theseassumptions
are welllogdata [Wu et al., 1994]or fromgeological
maps
never fulfilled in practice. For example, scattering of [Holligerand Levander,1992].For the sakeof simplicelastic wavesis always anisotropic,whatever the value ity, we considerdiscrete sphericalinclusionsembedded
of a/•, wherea is the correlation
lengthof the fluctua- in a homogeneousmatrix.
In this paper we will explain how multiple scattering
tions and • is the wavelength.As in optics,the elastic
scatteringproblemis intrinsicallydependenton the s- of elastic waves can be simulated with a Monte Cartate of polarizationof the waves,especiallyfor $ waves, lo method. For simplicity, only infinite and statistiwhich are similar to transverseelectromagneticwaves. cally uniform media are considered,but anisotropyof
Completemodelingof the multiple scatteringof elastic scattering, polarization, mode conversions,and pointwavesshouldincorporatea descriptionof the polariza- like sourcesare accuratelydescribed.When scattering
tion. An additional difficulty of elasticity is the inter- problemsare considered,a complete descriptionof the
action of longitudinaland transversemodes. Recently, polarizationof the $ wavesis necessary.Indeed, initially

the radiativetransfer(or transport)equationsfor elas- depolarized
$ wavescanbecome
partiallypolarized
by
tic waveshave been obtained independentlyby Weaver scattering. Moreover, the interaction of $ waveswith
[1990]andRyzhiket al. [1996].Theseequations
canbe heterogeneitiesin turn depends on their polarization.
derived from the wave equation by a rigorousstatisti- In section 2, these problems will be examined.
cal analysis.The conditionsof validity of the transport

theoryare summarized
by Papanicolaou
et al. [1996]. 2. Description
The main condition is that the mean free paths are

much larger than the wavelengths,making it possible
to neglectinterferenceeffects. However,no particular
restrictionon the a/• ratio exists,and thereforestrong
interactionsof the waveswith the heterogeneitiesare allowed. The transport equationsdescribethe spaceand
time evolutionof the elasticenergyas well as the state

2.1.

Definition

of Polarization

of the Stokes

Parameters

In optics,polarizedlight is representedby a fourelementvector, called the Stokesvector, whosecom-

ponentsare intensities
[Chandrasekhar,
1960].In view
of the transverse
natureof $ wavesandelectromagnet-

ic wavesthe definition of the Stokesparameterscan
readilybe transposedfrom opticsto elasticity.To be
the evolutionof the seismicenergyin the codais ruled complete,oneadditionalStokesparameteris necessary
of polarization of the waves. It has been shown that

by an equilibration law, which states that the ratio of to represent the P waves. Our definition of the elasthe P to $ energy density tends to a constantratio as tic Stokesparametersfollowsthe onegivenby Turner

time tendsto infinity [Weaver,1982,1990;Ryzhiket al. and Weaver[1994a]. Let us definea Cartesianrefer1996; Papanicolaouet al., 1996]. In the caseof a full enceframe(x,y,z) wherez denotesthe propagation
space
thisratioequals2• 3/fi3,where• andfi aretheP direction,and let us call w the centralfrequencyof
and $ wavesvelocities,respectively.This resultappears the waves. The wave displacementscan be written at
immediatelyby realizingthat in the diffusionregimeal- x = 0, y = 0, z = 0 (withoutlossof generality)as
l the volumesof the phasespaceare equallyoccupied,
consistentwith the equipartition theorem. The factor

2 comesfrom the existenceof 2 degreesof freedomfor
the $ waves and only I for the P waves. The ratio of

P(t) $x(t) =
$y(t) =

Ap(t)exp[iwt+ iv(t)]
Ax(t) exp(i•t)
Ay(t)exp[iwt+ i5(t)],

(1)

the P to $ wavespeedscubedcomesfrom the counting where5 isthe phasedifference
betweenthe y andx com-
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applies
whenthewaveiselliptically
polarponentofthe $ wave,t/is a phaseshiftforthe P wave, Theequality
ized.
In
this
case,
only
three
parameters
are
necessary
andi 2 = -1. In typicalexperiments,
Ap, Ay, Az, and
the polarizationellipse.Anotherrela• fluctuate with time t. Thesefluctuationsshouldobvi- to characterize
tion
that
we
will
need is the transformationof the Souslybeslowcompared
to thecentralfrequency
ofthe

whenthecoordinate
system
isrotated
signal.If thewaveis polarized,
certainconstant
rela- tokesparameters
an
angle
•b
around
the
z
axis.
One
can
show
that the
tions,or correlations,
should
persistbetween
thephase
andamplitude
termsof thedisplacements.
Thiswillbe StokesvectorS in the new coordinatesystemis related
expressed
mathematically
throughthe Stokes
vector: to the StokesvectorSo in the old coordinatesystemby

thematrixrelation[seeTurnerandWeaver,
1994a]:

s=

u, v),
S = LSo.

where

(7)

The expressionof the 5 x 5 matrix L can be found
in Appendix A. It is worth noting that V, Ip, and

Is = Is. + I$• are invariantunderthis rotation.Indeed, V corresponds
to the decompositionof the wave
on the basisof the right and left circular polarization.

3. Scattering by One Sphere
To study the multiple scatteringof elasticwaves,we
consider
a very simple model composedof randomly
wherep isthedensity
ofthemediumanda andfi arethe
distributed
sphericalinclusionsin a homogeneousmaP and $ wavevelocities,respectively.The anglebracktrix.
The
spherical
inclusionsareof the samenatureand
ets indicatethat the time averageis taken overa large
show
a
small
contrast
of wave speedsand density with
number
ofperiods.Theparameters
defined
in (3a)-(3c)

arejust the intensities
carriedby the wavewhenmea- the referencemedium. We assumethat the wave speedsuredalongthe threeaxesof the reference
frame.The s andthe densityare equallyperturbed.The choiceof
scatterers
introduces
symmetryrelationsthat
last two parameters,U and V, measurethe crosscor- spherical
theproblem.Thefirststepis to calcurelationsbetweenthe x and y components
of the shear greatlysimplify
wave.We notethat the fourparameters(3b)-(3e)con- late all the physicalquantitiesrelevantto the descripby a singlesphere.Thentheseresults
tain informationaboutthe total intensity,the degreeof tion of scattering

polarization,
the ellipticity,
andthe planeof polariza- will be usedas a buildingblockfor multiple scattering.

tion of $ waves,asin optics.For futuredevelopmentsThe scatteringof elasticwavesby onespherehasbeen
existin the literawe will givethe relationbetween
the Stokes
parame- largelystudied,andmanyreferences
et al., 1960;Wu
tersandthe ellipticityandazimuthof the polarization ture[YingandTruell,1956;Einspruch
and
Aki,
1985a;
Korneev
and
Johnson,
1993a,b, 1996].
planein thesimple
caseof elliptical
polarization.
The

azimuth
-•r/2 < X < +7r/2is defined
astheanglebe- For the sakeof simplicity,we shallfollowthe approach
tweenthemajoraxisoftheellipseandthex axis.The of Wu andAki [1985a],who calculatedthe fieldscatIn
ellipticity
tanlel _• 1 is defined
astheratioof length teredby onesphereusingthe Bornapproximation.

the elasticinclusionis decomposed
of the minorto the major axis;e •> 0 corresponds
to this approximation

a right-handed
ellipse,
ande ( 0 corresponds
to a lefthanded one. We have

in infinitesimal volumes which are considered as inde-

pendentRayleighscatterers.The total scattered
field
is written as a sum of partial wavesemitted by each

U

tan
2X= Is•- Is•
sin2e =

V

Is. + Is•

ß

(4) fraction of the whole inclusion. Thereby, the Born ap-

proximation
neglects
interactions
between
infinitesimal
volumesand holdsgoodas longas kp,sa[m- 1[ << 1,
(5)
wherekp,$is the P or $ wavenumber,a is theradius
of the sphere,andm = a/a0 or m = fi/fio is the val-

2.2. Properties of the Stokes Parameters

ue of the ratio of the wave speedsinside and outside

literature[Van
A usefulpropertyis that independent
Stokes
vectors the sphere.As in the electromagnetic

mechanism
areadditive."Independent"
heremeansthat thewaves, deHulst,1981],wewill termthisscattering
"Rayleigh-Gans"
scattering.
The
results
of
Wu
andAki
whoseStokesparameters
are added,do not obeyany

writtenin a slightlymodified
formwill be our
phase
relations
[Chandrasekhar,
1960].TheStokes
pa- [1985a]
startingpointto derivesomephysical
quantities
of in-

rametersare subjectto the inequality

(Is,+ Is•)2_<(Is.- Is•)2+ U2+ V2.

(6)

terestsuchas the scatteringand Muellermatricesand
the differentialand integratedscatteringcrosssections.
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3.1. Scattering and Mueller Matrices

We consider
a planewavepropagating
in the z direction, incidenton a spherecenteredat the originof the
Cartesian
reference
frame(x, y, z). The scattered
wave
propagates
in the z• direction,at an angle© with z.

direction
respectively
(seeFigure2). With theseconventions
theincidentandscattered
Stokes
vectors
Sinc
andSscarerelatedby Ssc= PSinc,wherethe Mueller
matrixP canbe deduced
fromthe scattering
matrix

F aftercarrying
outthenecessary
rotations
(seeChan-

[1960]for electromagnetic
wavesand Turner
The planecontaining
z andz• is calledthe scattering drasekhar
[1994a]
forelasticwaves).
Uponintroducplane. To derivethe scatteringmatrix, we choose
the andWeaver
anglebetween
theplanecontaining
following
convention
(seeFigure1): theincidentStokes ingil, thedihedral

Oz and(0•,;b•) andthescattering
plane,
parametersareexpressed
in the (r, 1,z) Cartesianframe thedirections
anglebetween
thescattering
planeand
wherer and 1 denotethe directions
perpendicular
and i2, thedihedral
theplanecontaining
thedirections
Oz and(•, •b)(see
parallelto the scatteringplane,respectively.
Similarly,the Stokesparametersof the scatteredwave Figure2), the Muellermatrix reads
areexpressed
in the (r •, ¾,z•) Cartesianframewherethe
same convention is assumed. We find that the incident

andscattered
StokesvectorsSinc,Sscarerelatedby

Ssc•FSinc,

The rotationthroughi• bringsthe incidentbasisin the

scattering
planeandenables
usto userelation(8). The

(8)rotationthroughi2 ensu'res
that the outgoing
Stokes

where r is the distance from the center of the inclusion

to the observer
and F is the scatteringmatrix:
F

P(9,•; 9',•') - L(i2- 37r/2)F(©)L(il
+ 7r/2). (10)

vectoris referredto the basis(us,u•, p). The expressionof the Mueller matrix for a sphericalelasticinclu-

z

167r2

wherekp and ks are the P and $ wavenumbers,respectively.
The functions
f,(©) and%(©) comeout of
the Born approximation
with the subscriptstar denot- sion is given in Appendix C. From the structure of this
and that
inganyof thesefunctions.The functions
f, correspondmatrix we seethat the parameterV alecouples
to Rayleighscatteringand the functions?, are shape linearlypolarizedS wavesgive rise to scatteredwaves
factorsthat appearfor scatterers
of finitesize.In Ap- that are still linearlypolarized.This propertywill be
the numericalsimulation.
pendix B we explain our choiceof conventionsand how helpfulwhenconsidering
these functions can be recovered from the work of Wu

andAki [1985a].The matrixF depends
on © onlyas 3.2. Scattering Cross Sections
We shall first consider the differential cross sectionrequiredby the rotationalsymmetry(seeVande Hulst
[1981]fordetails).Fromthestructure
ofthematrixF, s, whichcontainall the informationaboutthe angular
it can be inferredthat for an ellipticallypolarizedin- dependence
of the scatteredflux. They are definedas
cidentwavethe scatteredwavewill remainelliptically the ratio of the energyscatteredin the spacedirection
polarized.This meansthat depolarizationcanoccurin (•, •I)) (seeFigure1) per unit time andper unit solid
multiple scatteringonly.
angleby the spherical
inclusionto the energyper unit
The scatteringmatrix is not convenientto deal with areaandunit time carriedby the incidentwave[Sato
multiple scattering,sinceit is referredto a localframe. andFehler,1998].Thesecrosssections
clearlydepend
For the purpose of our simulation we will find it con- on the polarization of incident and scatteredwaves. In

venientto knowhow a beamof energypropagatingthe following,wewill considerlinearlypolarized• waves
in a directionof space(8•,•b•) contributesto a beam onlyfor simplicity,
but our resultscaneasilybe generpropagating
in an otherdirectionof space(O,
•b),where alized to any type of polarization. From the solution

(8(•),•b©) referto theusualdefinition
ofpolarcoordi-of thescattering
problem
givenby WuandAki [1985a]
natesin a globalreference
frame(O,x, y, z). Moreover, and Appendix B, we find
a conventionmust be adoptedfor the analysisof the
polarizationof S waves.FollowingTurnerand Weaver
[1994a],the Stokesvectorwill be writtenin the basis
(us,u,, p) composed
of threeunit vectorsin the directionofincreasing
8, increasing
•bandin thepropagation

d•

=

dars _

16• 2

d• - 1•7• y(e)fs(e)

(11a)
(lib)
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Figure 1. Sketchof the convention
usedto derivethe scatteringmatrix.
dasp
d•

(11c)

dass
•

d•

(lid)

In (11a)-(lld), O is the anglebetweenthe incidentand
scattereddirectionsand (• is the anglebetweenthe scattering plane and the polarization plane of the S wave,
which containsboth the propagationand wavedisplacement directions. For incident S wave polarized in the x

Y

direction,the polarizationplaneis merely(x, z) and (•
is the usual azimuthal angle. The symboldf• indicates
that the differential crosssectionsare defined per unit
solid angle. We adopt this notation becauseit is most
commonlyusedin optics. As has already been noted by

Papanicolaou
et al. [1996]and Turner [1998],the angular distribution of scatteredenergyis never isotropic,

x

Figure 2.

evenin the low-frequencylimit kp,sa << 1 or Rayleigh
Sketch of the conventionused to derive

the Mueller matrix.

The i l denotes the dihedral an-

gle betweenthe incident and scatteringplanes, while i2
denotesthe dihedral angle betweenthe scatteringand
outgoingplanes. © is the scatteringangle.

regime.

The integrated scatteringcrosssectionsEMN, with
M, N = S, P, are obtainedby integratingthe differential crosssectionsover the solid angle. In the caseof
incident S wavesthe total crosssectionsfor a spheri-
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cal inclusiondo not dependon the polarizationbecause where t is the lapse time, R is the source station dis-

of the symmetryof the scatterer[Van deHulst,1981]. tance, and D is the diffusion constant of elastic waves:
In the intermediatefrequencyregimeka _• 1, the cross
sectionscan be evaluatednumerically. The accuracy
of our computationshas been checked,usingthe resuitspresentedby Korneevand Johnson[1993b]. In
the Rayleigh regime the scatteringcrosssectionscan
be computedanalytically and are given in Appendix
D. It is important to note that accordingto the definition of the scatteringcrosssectionsand the symmetry
of the function fsp and fp$, a relation existsbetween
•$p and •p$:

D- l+2K
i a -- +2Kay-'

The variablesa, • are the P and S wavespeeds,respec-

tively, and K = a/• is the P to $ wavespeedratio.
A crucial point is the definition of the transport mean

freepathsl• andl} appearing
in (15). In orderto cope
with discretescattererswe have to modify slightly the

definitions
givenby Turner[1998]and obtain

l• = •

oz2

independentof the scatteringmechanism.As has been

explainedby Aki [1992],this relationfindsits originin
the reciprocity of the Green functions. The same rela-

tion has beenobtainedby Papanicolaou
et al. [1996]
for a continuousrandom medium. The reciprocityar-

(15)

Es-E;s+E•s

I

Sp-S•p+S•p

(16a)
, (16b)

wherethe followingnotationshave been introduced:

=/

df•

cos
©dcos
Od•

4rr
gumentof Aki alsoholdsfor scatterersof more compliM,N=P,S
catedshape,making (12) a fundamentalrelation. For
(17)
completeness,we recall the definition of the shear and
compressionalwaves mean free paths, denoted by ls and n is the density of scatterers. The E*M,N arethe
averagesof the cosineof the scatteringangle,weighted
and 1p, respectively:
by the differential crosssection. The definition of the
1
•s
transport mean free paths in terms of the E*M,N are
ls = -(Esp
4- Ess) - --,
(13a) more complicatedthan in the acousticcase. The exact
n
n
1
Ep
resultsof the diffusiontheory will be usefulin checking
lp -- -(Y•PS q-Epp) -- --,
(13b) the accuracyof our numerical simulations.
Another relation of importance is the value of the
where n is the density of scatterers.
equilibrationratio of the P to $ energydensity,shown
to be independent
of the detailsof the scattering[Ryzhik
4. Diffusion
of Elastic
Waves
et at., 1996],

Recently,Turner[1998]madea summaryof theoretical work doneon multiple scatteringof elasticwaves.

Es= •

'

(18)

For our purpose, it is important to recall some results concerningthe diffusionof elastic waves. It has first

We finally comment on the definitions of the wave
speedsappearingin the diffusiontheory. It is now well
beenshownby Weaver[1990]that the propagation
of e- establishedthat in the caseof very strong scattering,we
lasticwavesin inhomogeneous
mediacouldbe described haveto distinguishbetweenthe phaseand groupvelocby a radiative transfer equation, which is a couplede- ities of a pulse and the transport velocity appearing in
quation for the five Stokesparametersdescribedabove. the definitionof the diffusionconstant[Lagendijkand
For large lapse times the equation of radiative transfer Van Tiggelen,1996]. It has been shownthat for rescan be turned into a simple diffusionequation for the onant scatterersthe transport velocity can be reduced
total energydensity(E) of the P and $ modes. It is by a factor of 10 comparedto the phasevelocity. Since
remarkablethat such a simple scalar equation is able we considerscatterersaway from resonances,the differto describethe evolutionof the seismicenergy. Since ence betweenthe phase, group, and transport velocity
the diffusiontheory is much easierto use than the full becomes immaterial.
radiative transfer equation, it would be very interesting
to know what are the typical timescaleand length scale 5. Monte
Carlo
Simulation
necessaryto reach the diffusiveregime. In this regime
In recent years, the Monte Carlo method has been
the total energy density E for a point sourcein both
space and time in an infinite nondissipativemedium usedto modelthe propagationof high-frequencyseismic
reads
wavesin the Earth's lithosphere.Starting from infinite
I

t)-

spacemodels[GusevandAbubakirov,
1987;Abubakirov

exp(-R2/4Dt)

'

(14) and Gusev,1990;Hoshiba,1991],the mostrecentmodels [Hoshiba,1997;Margetinet at. 1998]havealsoin-
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cludeddepth dependence
of wavevelocityand scattering meanfree path, yet retain the acousticapproximation. In the simplecaseof neutronsor alepolarized
photonsit can be rigorouslyestablished
that Monte Carlo
simulationsare, in fact, "exact" solutionsof the radiative transferequation. "Exact" here meansthat in the
limit of a very largenumberof independentsimulations
the Monte Carlo solutionconvergesto the exact solution of the radiative transfer equation. Proofs are given
by Lux andKobtinger[1991].To the bestof our knowl-

discussedin this paper. Instead, we will emphasizethe
elastic aspectsand the time-dependentpropagation.

retical evidences that Monte Carlo methods are able to

calculated

5.1.

Outline

of the

Simulation

The Monte Carlo method requiresthree steps,which
are schematicallydepicted in Figure 3. First, the random walk of "particles"representingseismicwavepackets is simulated. The path length distribution is given
by an exponentialprobability law. Second,at each scatteringeventthe energycontributionof the particle is
edge,no suchformalproofexistsin the caseof elastic calculated in terms of probability at different receivers.
waves. However,there are somenumericaland theo- Finally, the average of all the random walk results is
to obtain

the time

evolution

of the seismic

solvecoupledsystemsof integro-differentialequations energyat differentpositionsof space(see,e.g., Hoshiba
suchas the elastictransportequations[Marchuket at., [1991]for a cleardescriptionof the basicmethod).
1980].
Our treatment follows the one used for anisotropic sOur scheme is a one-to-one simulation of the transfer

processand is thereforerestrictedto the sameassumptions. Scatterersare supposedto be independent,that
is, we neglectrecurrentscatterings.In moretechnical
words,the transport equationappliesonly when the
meanfree path is largeenoughcomparedto the wavelength.The mathematicalassumptions
underlyingthe
transportapproach
aredescribed
by Ryzhiket at. [1996]
and the transition from transport to localization phenomenais discussed
by Van Tiggeten[1999]. In this
sectionwe will generalizethe Monte Carlo methodto
include mode conversions. The problem of boundary
reflectionsand nonuniform mean free path will not be

catteringof acousticwaves[Hoshiba,1995].To describe
the particle, we use the followingquantities: (1) vec-

tors I - (x•,y•,z•) and p - (Px,Pv,Pz)to determine
the position and propagationdirection, respectively,in
a Cartesianglobalreferenceframe (x,y,z), (2) travel
time of the particle sincethe emissionat the sourceis s-

toredin a scalarT, and (3) to allowfor absorptionin the
medium, a weight 0 < w < 1 is assignedto the particle.
In the following, we will considernondissipativemedia
only. For elastic waves, additional information is re-

quired:(•) the polarizationM of the wave(P or • and
(2) for $ wavesthe StokesvectorS - (I&, Ism,U, V)
that describesthe polarization. In our simulation the

Receiver

EnergyDetection

Local reference frame

0 •

lIt

•-• P
--

Global
reference
frame

Nx4
•

--'

Xl

•

•- - - _X]'

U.

_*

u0,"[

--'--

Scattering

Random Walk

Figure 3. Schematicpicture of the Monte Carlo simulation. The particle starts at a point
sourceand makesa randomwalk in the medium. At eachscattering,the choiceof the new mode,
propagationdirection,and path length is made;the energycontributionof the particle is also
calculated

at the receiver.
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Stokes vector is written with the same convention as

the polarand azimuthalangles(©, (I)) areselected
in

the oneusedfor the Muellermatrix. For example,if a a localframe(seeFigure3). A rotationof coordinates
particle propagatesin the directionp, the shearcom- provides
the newpropagation
directions
in the global
ponentsof the displacement
are analyzedin the basis coordinatesystem. In the caseof incident P wavesthe

(u0,u•, p), whereu0 andu• denoteunitvectors
in the angle(I)isequidistributed
over[0,2•r].In thecaseofin-

directionof increasing
0 and•b,respectively,
in theglob- cidentS waves,(I)denotes
the anglebetween
the plane
al reference
frame(seeFigures2 and3).
of polarization
andthe scattering
plane.Fromthe def5.2.

Random

initionof theprobability
distribution
(19)weconclude
that the variables
Msc,COS©,
and(I)arenotindepen-

Walk

of the Monte
Duringits randomwalkthe particlechanges
its direc- dent. This is an additionalcomplication
Carlo
simulation
for
elastic
waves.
To
overcome
this dtion of propagation
and may alsochangepolarization.
ifficulty,
we
will
rewrite
(19)
as
a
product
of
conditional
We will assumean isotropicand point-likesourceradiation in both spaceand time of either P or S waves. For probability distributions:

S waveswe makethe additionalassumption
that they

P(MinclMc,
cos©,
- P(MinclM)
x
P(Minc,
Mscl
cos
O)P(Minc,
Msc,cosOIW),
early polarizedS wavesscatterinto linearly polarized
are initially linearly polarized. Since both P and lin-

(20)
S wavesas explainedearlier,our last assumption
impliesthat the particleis fully linearlypolarizedduring wherethe followingnotationshave beenintroducedall the propagationin the medium. Thus the depolarizationof S wavescanonly occurwhensummingthe P(Min½lM•c)
contributionsof many independentparticles.This fact
greatlysimplifies
the selection
of the propagation
direction after scatteringsincewe will onlyhaveto consider
the scatteringof P wavesor linearlypolarizedS waves.
5.2.1.

Distance

between

collisions.

Between t-

wo collisions,
the wavewill propagateballisticallyon a
lengthL, whichis determinedby the exponentialprobability distribution(1/IM) exp(--L/IM), whereM P, $ denotesthe polarization of the wave.
5.2.2. Scattering of elastic waves. When a collision occurs,one must determinethe new polarization

and propagationdirectionafter scatteringaccordingto
the scattering crosssections. We use the methods de-

velopedby Collinset al. [1972]to studythe propagation of light through the atmosphereand the methods
of Helderich[1995]and Helderichet al. [1997]to cope
with light scatteringin nematicliquid crystals. Light
propagation in nematics bears some important resem-

blanceswith elasticwave propagation. Among these

f •-•(MinclMsc,
cos
©,rI')dcos©drI,

4•r

• f •-•(MinclMsc,COSO,
rI')dcos©drI,

(21)

Msc 4•r

is the conditionalprobabilityof the modeMsc,

P(Min½,M•½IcosO)

f 2-•
der
(Minc
cosO,(I))d(I)
, Msc[
f •-•
der
(Minc,MsclcosO,•)d cos©drI,

(22)

4•r

is the conditionalprobabilityof the cosineof the scattering angle cos©, and

P(Minc,M•c,COs
Ol½I>)
der

a-•(Minc,Msc,cos©1•)

= f (Mnc,Mc,cos
4•r

(2a)

similarities, one can cite the existenceof two modes of is the conditionalprobabilityof the angle•. Note
the
propagation
(ordinaryandextraordinary)with twodif- that in theseequations,the verticalbar separates
ferentwavespeedsand the anisotropyof the differential known parameters from those that have to be randomscatteringcrosssections.In elastic case,the joint prob- ly selected.Equation(20) decomposes
the joint probability distribution of the polarization Msc and of the abilitydistribution
as a productof conditional
probapropagationdirection(cos©, (I)) after scatteringreads bility distributions.At this point, threeindependent

numbers
el,e2,e3,uniformly
distributed
between
]0,1[
P(Min½lMs½,
cos©, rI')

are randomly generated. First, we selectthe mode of

der
(Minc
IMsc• cosO,(I>)
•fa• •-•(MincIMsc,cosO,•)d cos©d•I'
df•

Min c 4•r

the scatteredwave Msc, which dependson the mode of the incidentwave. For example,in the caseof
an incidentS wavethe probabilityto be convertedis

Pconv-ESp/(E$$+ ESp),andtheprobability
to keep
the samemodeis 1 -P½onv- Ess/(E$$ + Esp) conP(Minc[Msc,
COS
O, (I)) denotesthat the probabilitydis- sistentwith (21). Thus,if e• is smallerthanPconv,
the
(19)

tribution is parameterizedby the incidentpolarization waveis converted;
otherwise,
it keepsits originalmode.
Minc. The core of the Monte Carlo simulation consist-

Oncethemodeofthescattered
waveisknown,weselec-

s in accuratelysimulatingthis probability distribution. t the value of cos© with the usual inverse distribution

As in the caseof anisotropic
scatteringof scalarwaves, function
method[LuxandKoblinger,
1991]'
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teringevent.We referto Hoshiba[1995]for the details

of the Monte Carlo simulation for anisotropicscattering
f P(Minc,
M•I
cos
O')dcos
O' (24)
andjust givethe expressions
of the probabilities
for the
o

elastic case'

Sincethe angulardependence
is too complicated
to find
cos© as an explicitfunctionof e2,we dividethe [-1, 1]

E•sc
-

interval into subintervalsof equal probability suchthat

P(MincIMsc,
cosO, ,:I:,)
exp(--R,a/lMsc)

R2v•4,•c
dt

(27)
whereVMscdenotesthe wavespeedof the scattered

ft.
cøsO'
P(Minc,
Mcl
cos
O')acos
O'- I (25)
cosOi- •

mode Msc. R,a is the distance between the scatter-

q

ing site and the detector,and dt is the discretization

whereq denotes
the numberof intervalsandi • [0,q]. stepof time. The energycontributions
of the particle
These values are stored in a table which is calculated
at eachscatteringeventare storedin a vectorp•(t),

onceat the beginningof the simulation,from which which is the discreteversionof the energy density as a
we can selectrandomlythe value of cosO. Finally the function of time. Finally, all random walk results are
angleß is selectedwith the samemethod:
averagedto providean estimateof the energydensity
of each mode.

Minc,Msc,cosOl(I)t)d(I
)t.

(26)
6.

o

Oncethe propagationdirectionof the scatteredwaveis

Numerical

Tests

We expect our numerical solutionsto lie betweenthe

known in the local coordinate system, a rotation pro-

single-scattering(SSc) and diffusionapproximations.
videsthe propagationdirectionof the particle(Px,Py, The SScapproximationfor elasticwaveshas been studp,.) in the global coordinatesystem. Then, usingthe iedin detailby Sate[1984]and Wu andAki [1985b].UsMueller matrix, the Stokesvector of the scatteredwave ing the formulasof Sate [1984](equations(68a)-(68d))
can be calculated,enablingus to alsokeeptrack of the and the diffusiontheory outlined in this paper, we have
orientation of the polarization in the global reference comparedthe decay of the total energy density in the
frame. For further details, we refer to Helderich et al. SSc and diffusionapproximations,against our numer[1997]. It is worth mentioningthat usinga very sim- ical results. This comparisonis plotted in Figures 4a
ilar methodfor polarizedlight, Collinset al. [1972] and 4b for an isotropic source of linearly polarized shave showngood agreementbetweenthe Monte Car- hear wavesbecauseseismicsourcesmainly releaseshear
lo computationsand solutionsof the radiativetransfer energy. In all the simulationspresentedin this paper
equationobtainedwith other numericalmethods.
the mean free path of the shear wavesis l s - 30 km.
Accordingto the definitionof the meanfree paths (see
5.3. Energy Detection
equations(13a), (13b), (16a), (16b)), the value of ls
The stepof the simulationdealingwith energydetec- can be adjustedby changingthe densityof scatterersin
tion is very similar to the acousticcaseexceptthat the the medium.Notethat the ratioslp/l$ or l•/l• do not
particlecontributesto the P and $ modesat eachscat- depend on the density of scatterers. Sincethe time axis
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Figure 4. Comparisonof the Monte Carlo simulation(solid)with the single-scattering
(dashdotted) and diffusionapproximation(dotted) for an isotropicsourceof S wavescloseto the
receiverfor (a) Rayleighregimeand (b) Rayleigh-Gans
regime.
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Figure5. P to 5'energy
ratioasa function
oftimefordifferent
values
oftheratioofwave
speeds
c•//•.TheMonteCarlosolutions
exhibit
characteristic
ripples.
Thetheoretical
asymptotic
valueoftheequilibration
ratioisalsoplotted.Timeunitisthemeanfreetimeoftheshear
waves.

is normalized with respect to the shear mean free time,
the choiceof 15 is completelyarbitrary and determines
only the absolutevalue of the energydensity,which is
not a parameter of interest in our case.
In Figure 4a we considerRayleigh scatterers,i.e.,

sults are shown for an isotropic sourceof shear waves
and a sourcestation distance of two P mean free paths.

After a transitionregime,we find that •he P and 5'en-

ergiesequilibrate exactly with the expected ratio. Our
numericalsimulationsshowsomeoscillationscausedby
with sizemuchsmallerthan the wavelength(kp,$a << an incomplete averaging. The characteristictime re1). In Figure4b, we considerRayleigh-Guns
scatterers quired to reach equipartition is about 25 shear mean
whosesizeis comparableto the wavelength(kpa = 2). free times, which is rather large. One shouldnote that
As will be explained latter, these two regimes strong- as the ratio c•/• changes,the angulardependence
of
ly differ in their scatteringcharacteristics.For both the differentialcrosssectionsis modified. This clearly
size of scatterers,at short times, we find that our solu- showsthat the details of the scattering are unimportion perfectly matchesthe SScasymptoticand as time tant and that only the P and 5' speedsaffect the ratio
increases,our solution approachesthe solution of the Ep/E$ at equilibrium.Scatteringjust ensures
the coudiffusionequation. In addition, our Monte Carlo sim- pling between P and 5' modesand equipartition in the
ulation describesthe intermediate multiple-scattering whole phase space. We stressthat the ratio of the P
regime. After one mean free time, the single-scattering to 5' energy densitiescalculated with the SSc approxiand full numerical solutionsstart to diverge strongly, mation does not tend to a constant. Therefore, if the
which showsthat multiple-scatteringeffectsbecomeim- equilibration could be observed,the SScapproximation
portant. It is alsoclearthat after a few meanfree times may be discardedas a physical explanation for the cothe diffusionapproximationis much closerto the full da, leavingthe alternativeof a codacomposed
of diffuse
waves.
numerical solution than the SSc approximation.

Another strongconstrainton our numericalresultsis
the equilibrationratio of the P to 5' energydensities, 7. Comparison of the Rayleigh-Gans

as givenin (18). We haveperformeda seriesof sim- and Rayleigh Regimes

ulations
in the Rayleigh
regime
withc•/• - 1.5,x/•,

7.1. Scattering Characteristics

2. In Figure 5 the ratio of the P to 5' energydensities
In Figures6a-6d we showthe polar diagramsof the dEp/E$ is plottedas a functionof time in termsof the
ifferential
scatteringcrosssectionsfor one spherein the
meanfree time of the shearwaves•'$ -- 15/•. The re-
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Figure6. Polarplotofthedifferential
scattering
cross
sections
forthemodeconversions
P-P,
P-$and$-$for(a)Rayleigh
regime/cpa
<<1, (b)Rayleigh-Gans
(R-G)regime/cpa
- 1.2,(c)
R-G regimekpa = 1.6, and (d) R-G regimekpa = 2

Rayleigh-Gansand Rayleigh regimes. For $-$ scattering, we averagedoverthe azimuthalangle•, whichcorrespondsto incident depolarizedwaves. In the Rayleigh
regime,.scatterersare taken to be significantlysmaller
than the wavelength(kpa << 1). In this case,mostpart
of the energyis scatteredin the backwarddirection,as
shownin Figure 6a. In multiple scattering,this feature
tends to keep the energycloseto the source. A typical consequenceof this situation is that the transport
meanfreepaths1J>and l• are smallerthan the scattering ones.We notethat the ratio 1p/l$ of the meanfree
pathsis rather large (2.6), whichmeansthat scattering
is much strongerfor $ wavesthan for P waves.
In the Rayleigh-Gansregime(Figures6b-6d), the scatterersare supposedto b• of a sizethat is comparable
to the wavelength(kpa •0 1). As kpa increases,
the angular dependenceof the scatteringbecomesmore and
more anisotropic,and the P-P and $-$ differentialcross
sectionsstart to exhibit a peak in the forward direction,

gy is concentratedin a small solid anglein the forward
direction, and therefore severalscatteringsare required
before the scattered waves loose memory of their initial direction. All the characteristics of the Rayleigh
and Rayleigh-Gansscatteringhavebeensummarizedin
Table 1. For all values of ka, $-P or P-$ conversions
are forbidden

in the exact forward and backward

direc-

tions. From this brief descriptionwe concludethat the

scatteringmechanismheavilydependson the sizeof the
scatterersas comparedto the wavelengthand therefore
expect different behaviorsregarding the shape of the
envelopesand the convergenceto diffusionand energy
equilibration. These topics will be discussedin section
8.

7.2. Analysis of the Synthetic Codas
In Figure 7 we present the results of our numerical
simulations in the Rayleigh regime. Figure 7 is com-

as alsoknownto occurfor acousticwaves[Chernov, posedof three parts. In Figure 7(top) we showthe P
1960]. The ratio 1p/l$ variesfrom 1.5 to 2, but the (solidlines)and $ (dashedlines)energydensitiesas a
enhancedforward scatteringcausesthe transport mean function of time. On each horizontal axis, time is exfree paths to becomemuch larger than the scattering pressedin terms of the shearmean free time. In Figure
mean free paths. For example, for kpa -- 2 we find 7(middle)the total energydensityEp + Es is plotted
l} •_ 4.6/$ and 1J>•0 2.5/p. Most of the scatteredener- in solidlines and comparedto the solutionof the diffu-
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Figure 7. Resultsof the MonteCarlosimulation
for an isotropic
andpoint-likesource
of $
wavesin a mediumwith Rayleighscatterers.
The ratio1p/l$ andthe source-station
distance
R
(in termsof P meanfreepath)areindicated
at thetop. Timeis indicated
onthe horizontal
axis

in termoftheSmeanfreetime.(Top)Energy
density
oftheSwaves
(dashed)
andoftheP waves
(solid).(Middle)Comparison
ofthetotalenergy
density
(solid)
withthediffusion
approximation
(dashed).
(Bottom)PlotoftheEp/E$ ratio.Thetheoretical
asymptotic
valueisalsoindicated.

sion equation in dash-dotted lines. This enables us to

t. This is confirmed
by the verygoodagreement
be-

discuss
the accuracyof the diffusionapproximation.In

tweenthe diffusionapproximationand the simulation.

Figure7(bottom)the ratioof •qto P energydensities
is We notethat for elasticwavesthe transportmeanfree
plotted.Notethat Figure7(bottom)hasnologarithmic pathscanbe smallerthanthe scattering
one.Thiscan
scale,whichmakesthe evaluationof the equilibration neverbe achieved
for acoustic
waves.In particular,in

time easier. We recall that in all our simulations we the Rayleigh
regimeof acoustic
waves,scattering
behavel$ = 30 km. As explained
in section
6, choosingcomesisotropic.
anothervalueof 15in the simulations
wouldjust result
Figure8 showsthe resultsof our computations
for
in changing
the absolute
valueof the energydensity. Rayleigh-Gans
scattering
with (k•,a = 1.6). TheenerIn the Rayleighregimekpa <<1, mostof the energy gy arrival associatedwith the forward scattered waves
is backscattered
(seeFigure6a). Exceptwhensource canclearlybe identified.Justafterthispeak,the enerand receiversare close(typically lessthan one trans- gy fallsby 1 orderof magnitude
andthendecays
slowport mean free path), the syntheticcodasare rather ly, exactlyaspredicted
by the diffusion
approximation.
smooth,showing
a slowevolutionof the energydensity Theanalytical
form(• t-3/2) of thecodain thediffuwith time. The smoothnessof the curves reflects that sionregimeis verysimple.By comparing
Figures7 and
in the Rayleighregime(kpa << 1) the angulardepen- 8 we can observethat the diffusiveregimeis reached
denceof the scatteringis only slightlyanisotropicas muchmorerapidlyfor Rayleigh-Gans
scattering
than

comparedto the Rayleigh-Gansregime.At a few mean for Rayleighscattering.Severalreasons
canbe invoked
to explainthis result.As hasalreadybeenpointedout
energydensityoccursafter the arrivaltime of the pri- by Turner[1998],
a largevalueoftheratio1p/l$tends
mary waves.Beyondthis maximum,the energyof the to delay the diffusionregime. This statementis confree paths from the source the maximum of the total

coda is almost flat. A similar behavior is observed in

firmedby our computations.
In spiteof the largerP
the acousticcasefor isotropicscatterers[Margetinet wave velocity the shear mean free time is smaller than
al., 1998]and showsthe formationof a diffusionfron- the compressionalone. This means that the time re-
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Table 1. ScatteringParametersin DifferentRegimes

Rayleigh regime
Rayleigh-Gansregime
kpa = 1.2
kpa = 1.6
kpa - 2.0

0.3

19.6

2.6

0.7

0.8

-0.4

-0.4

-0.3

0.7
1.2
1.2

14.1
21.2
28.4

1.5
1.67
2.0

1.7
3.1
4.6

0.9
1.5
2.5

-0.1
0.2
0.6

-0.1
0.5
0.7

0.4
0.7
0.8

whenthe sourcestationdistanceR = 0.
quired to achieveisotropy and equipartition for P waves approximation
This
means
that
most of the energy leavesthe source
is expectedto be larger than for oe waves. In addition,
we note that for Rayleigh scattering, P wavesare pref- regionbeforeit is diffuse.The part whichremainscorto the energywhichpropagates
slowly,far beerentiallyconvertedinto S waves(seeTable 1). This responds
hind
the
diffusion
front,
and
that
is
not
equilibrated.
means that the P mode is rather unstable, which preThis
effect
is
more
pronounced
in
the
Rayleigh
casebevents the onset of a rapid equilibration between the P
and S energies.This is illustrated by the slowevolution cause of the difference in the P and oe scattering mean

distanceincreases,
the
of the ratio Ep/E$ in Figure 7, whereequipartitionis freepaths. As the source-station
reachedafter at least 15 mean free times. For Rayleigh- energythat arrivesat the receiverrapidlyexhibitsa difGansscatterers(Figure8), onlyfive meanfreetimesor fusive behavior as has been described above. Therefore
lessare required. In this case,there is a very efficient the time evolutionof the Ep/E$ ratio couldbe usedto
discriminatedifferentscatteringmechanisms,
whichare
couplingbetween the P and oe modes.
A remarkable result is the effect of the source station
determinedby the sizeof the scattererscomparedto the
distance R on the equilibration time. In Figure 7 and wavelength.Although in somecasesequipartitioncan
8, we note that the largest timescaleoccurswhen the be quitelongto achieve,wefind that the solutionof the
sourceand the receiverare close. This is particularly ev- diffusionequationapproximatesthe full solutionrather
that the codacouldbe accurately
ident in the Rayleigh casewhere the onset of equilibra- well. This suggests
tion takes no lessthan 35 mean free times. In Figure 7 described in the framework of the diffusion theory, as
by Campilioet al. [1999].It
we seethat it takes quite a longtime for the total energy hasalreadybeenproposed
densityto be describedvery accuratelyby the diffusion is also noticeable that the value of equipartition is corn-

kpa-
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pletelyindependent
of the scattering
mechanism
and
onlydepends
ontheratioc•//•.
Eventhough
themultiple-scattering
fieldisfoundto
converge
to a universal
regime,
wefind,forearlytimes,
a strongdependence
of the shapeof the energyen-

intheRayleigh-Gans
regime
(k•,a- 1.2andkpa- 2)

for a source
of linearlypolarized
shearwaves.We re-

callthatask•,aincreases,
thescattering
becomes
more
andmoreanisotropic
andforwardly
peaked
asillustrat-

edbythepolarplots
ofthedifferential
scattering
cross

velopes
onthe scattering
mechanism.
Thiscanbemost sections
in Figure6. Thecasek•,a- 2 is verysimieasilyappreciated
whenwe considerreceivers
located lar to k•,a -- 1.6except
that theequilibration
timeis
at a fewmeanfreepathsfromthesource.
In Figure largelydelayed.Thisfollowsfromthe increase
of the
7 the envelope
is spindleshaped,as canbe observedratiolp/l$, asdiscussed
above,
andfromthehighly

onlunarrecords.
Whenscattering
is predominantlly
anisotropic
angular
dependence
ofthescattering.
When
forward,
asisthecase
in Figure
8, theshape
oftheen- lp ismuch
larger
than15,theP energy
canpropagate
velope
israther
impulsive
andexhibits
broadening
with onlargedistances
without
being
significantly
scattered.

increasing
distance.Recently,Gusevand AbubakirovMoreover,
whentheangular
dependence
ofthescatter-

[1999a,
b]have
proposed
using
theshape
oftheenergyingishighly
anisotropic,
thetransport
mean
freepaths

envelopes
at earlytimesto inferthedepthdependence
aremuchlargerthanthe scattering
meanfreepathof thescattering
meanfreepaths.Theirapproach
is s. Thuscomplete
isotropy
ofthefieldwilltakea long,

based
ontheoftenobserved
envelope-broadening
phe- time to set in.
Thecasekpa - 1.2is ratherinteresting
because
s. Whileaninteresting
problem,
it isbeyond
thescopethescattering
is preferentially
forwardfor $ wavesand
ofthispaper
todiscuss
howenvelope
broadening
ofelas- backward
forP waves.
Although
thelp/l$ ratioissnomenon
but doesnot incorporate
the modeconversion-

tic waves
depends
ondifferent
scattering
mechanisms.
maller(about!.5) in thiscase,
theequilibration
timeis
Hereinafter,
weshallratherfocus
ontheapproach
to somewhat
largerthanforkpa- 1.6,especially
at short

equilibration.

8. Diffusion and Equilibration

offsets.
Thissuggests
thattheratiolp/ls is notthe
onlyparameter
that controls
theequilibration
time.In
Figure9 we notethat the time variationof the ratio

E•,/Es exhibits
anovershoot
whichdisappears
asthe

In thissectionwediscuss
the parameters
that canaf- receiveris movedawayfrom the source.This can be

fecttheequilibration
time.In Figure9 andFigure10, explained
bythefactthattheP waveenergy
tendsto
remain
close
to thesource,
whilethe$ waveenergy
is

we present the results of the Monte Carlo simulations

scattered
away.Once
again,
wenotethatthestudy
of
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 7 with kpa-

2

the Ep/Es ratio couldprovideusefulinformation
con- s the single-scatteringapproximation leads to exactly
the opposite statement. Another fundamental differcerningthe scatteringmechanism
in the Earth.
A final comment will be on the effect of the source.

enceconcernsthe evolutionof the ratio Ep/E$ with

In Figure11 we showthe resultsof the numericalsim- time. When multiple scattering is taken into account,
ulation for kpa = 1.2 and kpa = 1.6, with an isotropic the energydensityratio Ep/E$ stabilizesin a universourceof P energy.The situationis nowthe oppositeto salway,astheoreticallypredictedby Weaver[1990]and
the onewith an 5'source.Equipartitionis reachedmore Ryzhiket al. [1996].An observation
of the time evolurapidlyfor kpa = 1.2 than for kpa = 1.6 wherethe e- tion of the Ep/Es ratio wouldhelpto identifythe physquilibriumbetweenthe P and5'energies
is delayedby a ical processresponsiblefor the formation of the coda.
factor of 2. This has also been observed for ultrasounds An experimentalprocedureto measurethe Ep/Es ra-

by Campilloet al. [1999]
by Turnerand Weaver[1994c].To explainthe effect tio hasbeenrecentlyproposed

of the source,we mustconsider
the highervalueof the and N.M. Shapiroet al. (The energypartitioningbe1p/ls ratiofor kpa = 1.6whichenables
the P energyto tween P and 5' waves and the diffusive chaacter of the
propagate
on largerlengthwithoutbeingsignificantlyseismiccoda, submitted to Bulletin of the Seismological
scattered. Also in this case,Epp > Eps (see Table Societyof America,1999)basedonthe separationof the

1) impliesthat P wavesarepreferentially
scattered
in- wave field in its rotational and divergencecomponents.
to P waves,whichis unfavorablefor the equilibration Preliminary observationsby theseauthorsstronglysugof the energy.The numericalsimulations
for P sources gestthat equipartioncan be observedon actual data in
in the Rayleighregimehaveshownno influenceon the Mexico.
Althoughthe Ep/E, ratio tendsto a constant,the
equilibration
time because
in this casethe P energyis
almostcompletelyconvertedinto shearenergyafter a equilibration time heavily depends on the scattering
mechanisms. With our choice of model parameters we
find that for Rayleigh scatterers,no lessthan 15 mean

few scatterings.

free times are requiredto reachequipartion. The main
reasonfor this is the large value of the P mean free
Our numerical simulations have shown that in the path. P energypropagateson rather large distances
coda,5' energyrapidly dominates,independentof the without havingscatteredsignificantly.This conclusion
9.

Conclusion

and Outlook

nature of the source and consistent with the equiparti-

is in agreement
with Turnerand Weaver[1994b,c].On

tion principle.With our choiceof scatteringparameter- the other hand, in the Rayleigh-Gansregime, equipar-
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Figure 11. SameasFigure7 witha P wavesource
emittingin a medium
withRayleigh-Cans
scatterers.

tition can be reachedvery rapidly, within a few mean sphere. First, we have to take into accountthe boundfree times. Although the differential crosssectionis ary reflectionsat the free surfaceand the Moho, which

more anisotropicin this case,the 1p/ls ratio is closer will introduce conversions of the P and $ modes. Secto 1, which ensuresan efficientcouplingbetweenthe ond, most seismic experiments are set up at the free
two modes. As kpa increases,the scattering becomes surface of the Earth. The reflection at the surface intromore and more anisotropic, which tends to postpone duces deterministic interferences between the incident
the equilibration. The effectof the sourcestation dis- and reflectedwaves,which are neglectedin the classical
tance has also been studied. When source and receivers theory of radiative transfer. An important task for fuare close,equilibration is also delayed. On the other ture studieswill be to incorporate the mode conversions

hand, as the source-station
distanceincreases,the field and deterministic interference
becomesrapidly diffuseafter the arrival of the primary
waves.Therefore,if the offsetamountsa few mean free Appendix A' Rotation
paths,the equilibrationof the P and $ modescouldbe the Stokes Parameters

effects.

of

observed. The use of a P sourcealso delays the equi-

Let us definea Cartesianreferenceframe(xo,yo, zo).
If this frame is rotated an angle q•in the positivesense
stationdistance.The measurement
of the Ep/Es ratio around the Zoaxis, one obtains the new referenceframe
relationsandthe applicacould be usedas a marker of the scatteringmechanisms (x, y, zo). Simplegeometrical
libration time, especiallyin the Rayleigh-Cansregime,
but this effect is weaker than the one of the source-

in the Earth.

Additional

difficulties have to be overcome to model

the propagationof high-frequencywavesin the litho-

tion of the definitionof the Stokesparameters(3a)-(3e)
lead to the matrix L givenin (7) that relatesoriginal
and rotated

Stokes vectors.
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displacements
in the (x, y, z) frame:
I

0

0

cos• 4

0

sin24

0

- sin24

0

0

0
0
0
•
sin
2½
0
Uss - •exp[-iw(tsin2
½
cos
2½ -•sin2½0 . (A1)
4•r/•r
sin2½ cos
2½
(I _ Px
'2
0

0

1

x

Appendix
B'Functions
f and
in the Rayleigh-Gans

r//•)]

--PxPy
p -t-Zpx•pypz
iz ß

Approximation

(B3)

Let us introduce perturbations of the Lam6 parameters 5•, 5/• and of the density 5p with respectto the
homogeneousreferencemedium; c• and/• refer to the
P wave and $ wave speeds,respectively. It is shown

The next stepconsists
of rotatingthe displacement
vectorsontothe localsphericalframe(r •, 1•, p•). After some
straightforwardcalculationswe find the displacement vectors in the loca! spherical frame. For the sake of

by Wu and Aki [1985a]usingthe Born approximation simplicity,we use the samenotationsto representthe

that the effectof an elasticinhomogeneitycan be representedby equivalent body forcesand a moment tensor.
More precisely,the scattered wave field Ui reads

wave displacementsin the new frame. We obtain
Usp

cos•w2V

4•ra2rexp
[-iw(t-

(B1)

Ui = Fj ß Gij + -/¾fjk
* Gij,k,

where i, j, k denotespacedirections,Fj is the equivalent body forces,Gij is the elasticGreen tensor,
is the equivalent moment tensor, and the star ß is the
convolutionsymbol. The differencebetweenour results

x

sin
O• --2•-•
sin
0cos
0
0

(B4)

0

for the scattered P wave and

and thoseof Wu and Aki [1985a]is purelyformal due
to a different choice of coordinate system for $ wave
incidence. They define the polar axis as the direction
of particle motion, whereas we define the polar axis as
the propagation direction of the incident wave. Fortunately, our result for $ wave scattering takes a simpler

Uss

form than Wu and Aki's [1985a]form.
Let us first discussRayleigh scattering. In this case
the perturbations can be considered to be point-like.

The scattering geometry and notation conventionsare
depicted in Figure 1. The incident $ wave propagates
in the z direction and has particle motion along the
x direction, with unit amplitude. The scattered wave
propagatesin the p' direction with direction cosines:

for the scatteredS wave. It is apparentthat with our
conventionsthe © and • dependences
separate. It is
thus very easyto identify the functionsf, introduced

' -- sin6)sin• , P•z-- cos6). Usp• - sin6)cos•, py

we give these functions for both P and $ wave incidence:

ing the representation
(B1) and following Wu andAki
[1985a],oneobtainsthe far-fieldscatteredP wavedisplacementsin the x, y, z frame:
ca2V

Usp -- 47rc•2
r exp[-iw(t
p'2•p

x

in (9) and describing
the angulardependence
of the scatteredfieldfor Rayleighscattering.Forcompleteness,

fpp(O)--

-•

(B6)

9•'2•' •

-'-' ø--t2
- 2-'-'-'
p-5t•
p_
•x•y•z O• •l

•x•y

V is the volume

cos O

p

-,X+2----•
cøs20

- r/a)]

'

(B2)

6P
sin
O

of the inclusion

(B7)

P

' '@ 2 '
P•Pz p - P•Pz • Iz
where

+ --

•+2/•

and r is the

distance to the observer. V is assumedto be very small,
and r is assumedto be very large, as comparedto the
wavelength;t is time and cois the angular frequencyof
the wave. Similarly, one obtains the scattered S wave

6p

+-- sinO

(B8)

P

-

p

cos0 +

- 2cos
2o)

(B9)
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3•
•'
P - L(i2- •-)F(O)L(i1
+ •)

(B10)

(C1)

Foracoustic
waves,
Rayleigh
scattering
would
beisotropwhere
L is therotation
matrixgivenin Appendix
A
ic. We note that the scattering matrix depends on
the polar angle © only. Indeed, by convention,this
matrix relates the incident wave field expressedin the

and il and i2 are definedby the followingtrigonometric

relations:

cosi 1

frame (r, 1,p) to the scatteredwavefield expressed
in
the frame (r •, Y, p•) (seeFigure 1). When the incident
wavefield is rotated from the frame (x, y,z) onto the
frame (r, 1,p), the ß dependence
disappears.The scat-

=

tering crosssectionsare very easily obtained using the

sinil -

definitionsgivenby $ato andFeblet[1998].
In the Rayleigh-Gansapproximation(termed MieBornapproximation
by Wu andAki [1985a]),finite size

cosi2

heterogeneitiesare consideredas Rayleigh scatterers
distributed in a volume V. Our treatment for homogeneousspheresexactly followsWu and Aki and we refer
to their originalpaper for a full derivation. We just outline the physicalassumptionsunderlying this approach.
The scatteredwave is consideredas the superpositionof
the partial wavesproducedby each small portion of the
scatteringvolume. The phase differencebetweenthese
partial waves is taken into account. The validity of

=

sini2-

1

V/1 - cos

[cos
Or/1
- cos
20'

- cos
O'V/1- cos

(C2)

1-cos
•/1
- cos
2Osin(;b'
- ;b)

(C3)

1

v/1 - cos2 0

[cos
O'
V/1
- cos
20

- cos
0V/1- cos
20'cos
(½'- ½)]

(C4)

2
0 sin(•b'
- •b).
•11-- cos
cos
20'

(C5)

We recall that

cosO -

V/1-cos20V/1-cos
20'cos(½-½')
+ cos(O)
cos(O').

In order to simplify the final expressions,we introduce

this approximation
is discussed
by Van de Hulst[1981]
the followingfunctions'
andKorneevandJohnson
[1993b].In incorporating
the
interferencesbetween the partial waves the functions
F•(O)
= f•(O),•(O)
describingthe angular dependenceof Rayleigh-GanssF•s(O) = f•s(O),•(O)
catteringtake the generalform f, (©)fin(©), where f,
Fs•(O) = fs•(O),•(O)
denotesany of the functionsdefinedin (B6)-(B10) and
Fss,(©) = fss,(0)74(0)
the fin are "shapefactors" defined below. If the inclusionis a sphereof radius a with correlatedhomogeneous
Fss•©) = fss•0)74(0).
variationsof the elasticparameters•, p, p, one has
Except for a constantprefactor,the terms Pij, where
i,j E [1,5] of the matrix P, read

7.(0) = (wS.a)
2[sinwSna
wS.a- coswS.
a] ($11) Pll
4•'a3
2

&(O) =

0

-• sin--2

s•(o)&(o)

=

+

- • cos
o

s•(o)
2

-

(B12)

4 2
ksF•s(O)
c• 4

2

P•2= •k•,F•s(O)
cos
2il
c• 4 2
2il
($13) P13= •kpFsp(©)sin
($•4)

0

&(o) = )s•nE.
In the acousticcase,the functions7• and S• su•ce to
derive the shape factor.

Appendix C' Mueller Matrix
for a Spherical Scatterer
Consider a plane wave incident on a scatterer in the

direction(0•, •b•) and scatteredinto the direction(0,•b),

"•F•.O) s•n
2•
P14= 2•
•

-

0

(C6)

(C7)
(C8)
(CO)
(c10)

P21= -ksFps(O)
• 4 2 cos2i2

(Cll)

•a

(c12)

r

-

•

-

Fss•(0) sinil sini2 - Fsst(0) cosi• cosi2

•23 s --

•}s 2

(c13)

Fss. (0) cosil sini2 + Fs& (0) sini• cosi2

P24 -- -•}•8

(C14)
(ClS)

where the directionsare given in usual polar coordinates. The angle betweenboth directionswill be denoted ©. The relation betweenthe scatteringmatrix F

•

=

P31

= -ksF•s(O)sin2i2

(C16)

and the Mueller

P32

-

(c1•)

matrix

P is

0
• 4 2

•}t •
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F$$.(O) cosix cosi• - Fss,(O) sinix sini•

P34 -- k•v

(C19)

v •
•
=

Fss,(O) sinixsini• - Fss•(O) cosixcosi•
o
(c•o)

P41=

• 42
--ksF•s(O)

•4• P4• •44 -

••t
2}•
•(•v-

P4•
P•
P•
P•
P•4

=
=
=
=
=

0
0
0
0
0

(c2•)
(c•c)
(c2•)
(c•s)
(c•9)

P•

-

}•Fss.e)•ss, (e)

(c•o)
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